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How to do a Paint Pour series in Acrylics – Step-by-Step Video Tutorial

This week we’re having a little fun creating a Paint Pour series using 
Acrylic paint.

So let’s get started…

Materials you will need:
3 x Canvas
9 x Plastic Cups
Paper Towel
Paddle pop stick
Kitty Litter Tray
Disposable Gloves
Texta

Paint colours:
3 x Acrylic paint colours of your choice

(We used Blue, Red & Yellow)
White Paint

PVA Glue
Water
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Step by Step:

Technique 1
Step 1: Fill 1 cup with water, 1 with PVA Glue (mark Glue on cup), 1 
with White paint (mark also to not get mixed up with glue) Fill 3 cups 
with 1/3 of your colour of choice in each.

Step 1: Place 2 cups inside the tray canvas distance apart so the canvas
can rest on them at a later stage.

Step 3: Mix 1/3 Colour paint, 1/3 Glue & 1/3 Water into a cup. Repeat 
for the other 2 colours. Mix with paddle pop stick until you get a 
custard like consistency.

Step 4: In a separate cup mix some Blue, a little white, red, white, 
yellow & white again.

Step 5: Over the tray place the canvas upside down on the cup mixed in 
step 4, holding both firmly, flip the canvas and cup over, tap on the base 
of the cup then slowly raise the cup off the canvas.

Step 6: Tilt the canvas to work the paint around to cover all the canvas. 
Pick up any excess paint from the tray and wipe along the edges of the 
canvas. Rest canvas on the cups in the tray.



Step by Step:

Technique 2
Step 1: Fill 1 cup with water, 1 with PVA Glue (mark Glue on cup), 1 
with White paint (mark also to not get mixed up with glue) Fill 3 cups 
with 1/3 of your colour of choice in each.

Step 1: Place 2 cups inside the tray canvas distance apart so the canvas
can rest on them at a later stage.

Step 3: Mix 1/3 Colour paint, 1/3 Glue & 1/3 Water into a cup. Repeat 
for the other 2 colours. Mix with paddle pop stick until you get a 
custard like consistency.

Step 4: Pour the first colour in 3 pools on the canvas, layer with the 
other 2 colours and white.

Step 5: Tilt the canvas to work the paint around to cover all the canvas. 
Pick up any excess paint from the tray and wipe along the edges of the 
canvas. Rest canvas on the cups in the tray.



Step by Step:

Technique 3
Step 1: Fill 1 cup with water, 1 with PVA Glue (mark Glue on cup), 1 
with White paint (mark also to not get mixed up with glue) Fill 3 cups 
with 1/3 of your colour of choice in each.

Step 1: Place 2 cups inside the tray canvas distance apart so the canvas
can rest on them at a later stage.

Step 3: Mix 1/3 Colour paint, 1/3 Glue & 1/3 Water into a cup. Repeat 
for the other 2 colours. Mix with paddle pop stick until you get a 
custard like consistency.

Step 4: Layer strips of paint down the canvas until all is covered.
Starting at one end using the edge of a sheet of paper towel, slowly 
drag the sheet down the page across the colours.


